AMAL أمل

Welcome to our RegaloBar (please write it ever like
this = RegaloBar). Based on my project anyfree.org I
had the wish long time ago to open social spaces for
“donation without expectation”.
How it works | What is the aim | How to participate
As part of our exhibition “AMAL (=hope)” we open
this RegaloBar every Saturday and Sunday from 10
to 12 am. The space is open for everybody and we
welcome you with a cup of tea or coffee (for free!).
We donate this as much as possible without any
expectation. Inside of the bar we have some places
with second hand household goods, some books,
some toys, some technical stuff. All this is donated
to the cloud of people (the people who enter this
space), not to a specific person. The RegaloBar is the
physical space of a common idea of a world of
sharing and donating resources.
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How it works | What is the aim | How to participate
The aim is to form a group of people who get used
to think about what they need and what they could
donate. It makes sense to identify people with the
habit to donate. If we donate to these people, we
charge them with resources they need. This gives
people who donate a clear advantage. And this
advantage will be recognized by others who will
maybe join this group because of its advantage.
In Germany and northern countries of Europe there
is the habit of donating embedded in the culture of
its societies, in southern countries not so much.
There might be various reasons for this and we
don't want to speculate about them. But we know
that we run into a future not based on money. And
to be prepared for this future we like to develop
alternative currencies. Our currency here is
donation without expectation. Sounds simple, but in
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fact it turns out, that it is quiet complicate. Why?
We think, most of the people are frightened about
their future. They collect resources for a ugly, bad
and risky future. They feel in a competition with
others and they start to fight for every resource.
This group is loosing a lot of energy for getting and
protecting properties. In contemporary times people
need to be more and more flexible..
In fact we are told in school that we developed a lot
from ancient societies of collecting and hunting
clans. But I think, we substituted only the subjects.
If we return to a collecting and hunting society we
have to ask, how we want to organize societies, even
if 80% of our “jobs” are obsolete in a short time.
The first RegaloBar in Cervera del Maestre is
focused of creating and maintaining a group of
people who want to donate and want to get rid of
fear. The RegaloBar is the physical hot-spot of the
common idea > anyfree.org
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How it works | What is the aim | How to participate
If you enter the space and if you like something, you
are allowed to take it. If you have something left
over and you like to donate this, bring it to the bar.
We will publish in social media the status of our
range of goods to take.
If you place or take something you agree in this:
– By touching and taking the good you get the
property of it. This put all law and rights in
place immediately!!
– You agree in taking photos from you and your
new donation/property for expand the idea of
this social movement.
– By placing the good in the RegaloBar you are
still the owner. The resource belongs to your
property, even if it is stored in the RegaloBar as
long as nobody touch and take it.
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– If you donate something to the “cloud of

donators” you don't bind any expectation to
this action. If you touch and take something,
you have to fulfill no expectations of others.
The RegaloBar is a social space. You could invite
people to come and enjoy the exhibition without
bringing or taking something. Maybe you have a
useful information or you want to share ideas. That
is great. Stick your idea on our “wall of
possibilities”.
Help us to grow the group of people who want to
share resources. Use social media and publish as
much as possible this location. Talk with your
friends and return to the Bar, For sure the range of
goods will be different at any time.
Thanks to Tina and Arlo for the “donation” of the
name “RegaloBar”.

